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20 TIPS TO BEGIN ON THE PATH TO
YOUR RIGHT WORK
You know that you ' re not in the right job and yet you don ' t
know where to start. Here are 20 tips to get you on your
way.
by Deborah Chalk

You eventually get
to the point when
it ' s time to begin
your big adventure
and the salary that
you have, the job
security and the
pension no longer
are your main
driving factors.

Y

ou've known for some

You're doing your best to

You feel stuck and don't

time that you're not in the

ignore feelings that are

know where to begin on

right work for you, and yet

coming up, like that

finding your true work as

you've been ignoring it.

horrible Sunday night

you seem to be so

dread that you feel.

entrenched in what you are

You've convinced yourself

currently doing.

of all the sensible reasons

But you can see that how

why you should just keep

you feel about your job is

Instead of quitting

doing what you have been

beginning to affect your

tomorrow, here are some

doing. Things like, you

health and home life and

gentle steps to help carve

spent ages doing your

those both matter to you.

the very beginnings of your

training and you have a

new path to work that you

promotion coming up.

love.
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ALLOW YOURSELF TO DREAM

YOUR TRUE
WORK
What's possible for you when you
believe in yourself?
1. Notice the reasons

7. Allow yourself to

you're telling yourself

notice what lights you up

why you need to stay in

and explore those areas

your current work.

more. Martha Beck calls
this 'following your north

2. Ask yourself if those

star.'

reasons are true.
8. Recognise the people
3. Work out how much

who are really supportive

money you need to

to you and who it is safe

support yourself and your

to share your new

lifestyle on a monthly

ambitions with.

basis.
9. Recognise the
4. Explore what you are

naysayers and for the

spending to make you

time being consider

feel better about your

whether it would be

current job.

better not to share your
new ideas with them.

5. Figure out if there are
aspects of your current

10. Think of ways that

work that you do like and

you can better your

why you like those

current experience of

aspects.

work. Do you need to
add some personal

6. Allow yourself to want

touches to your desk or

what you want. Allow

spend less time involved

yourself to want change.

in office gossip?

11. When you think

16. Write about an ideal

about the things you don't

day from when you get

like about your current

up until when you go to

work, what do those

bed. What does this

points have to tell you

current ideal day tell you

about the work you do

about what you want?

want?

Don't worry if you are
not ready for this kind of

12. Think about what you

dreaming yet.

would do if you knew
that you were good

17. Write yourself a letter

enough and knew you

from the part of you that

could make it happen.

believes in you and

What do these answers

thinks that what you want

have to tell you about

is possible. If you don't

what matters to you?

know this part of you,
just pretend. It's allowed.

13. Ask yourself: What
do you value most as

18. Do some

character traits in

informational

yourself and how would

interviewing. Use your

you like to use these in

network to find out who

your work?

is working in an area you
feel drawn to. Ask to

14. As well as tapping

meet up with them to find

into what you love, figure

out more about their

out what your strengths

work.

are. You can use the free
test at the website called

19. Remember you are

'Authentic Happiness',

the first hurdle to get past

the results of which are

when allowing any future

used for research

changes in your life.

purposes or buy the book

What will you allow

''Strengthsfinder 2.0.' by

yourself to apply for or

Tom Rath.

pursue?

15. Begin a meditation

20. Plan backwards. Start

practice - Quietening

with your end goal and

your inner life helps you

work back to where you

to know your own

are. Place a question

answers.

mark anywhere you are
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not sure of the steps.
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TRUE WORK
MANIFESTO
For your complimentary 45 minute Clarity Call for new clients email
me at deborah@deborahchalk.com and I'll send you my scheduling
link. We will meet by phone or Skype.
Your True Work Begins Here.
Known as ‘the authenticity coach’, I work with determined, ‘together’ intelligent women, who are
also creative and kind. They are uninspired by their work and put work before themselves. I help
them go from work that doesn’t light them up and a pattern of self sacrifice to work that totally
inspires them and a life where they consciously meet their own needs as a priority, so that they can
stop wishing for a different life and feel truly grateful for the one they have created.
Deborah Chalk is a Martha Beck Certified Life Coach. She is a contributor to ‘The Huffington Post’
and has been featured on ‘Mind Body Green,’ ‘Tiny Buddha’ and ‘Inspired Coach Magazine.’ She
holds a Masters Degree with honours in English and Philosophy, a B.A. (Hons) in Creative Writing
and Art History and a Post Graduate Certificate in Education. She made her own transition from the
world of merchant banking in London to being a coach via teaching in English Prep Schools. She
has been reading and learning about coaching since her early teens and loves her work.

If you found this helpful please ask your friends to sign up for a copy at

WWW.DEBORAHCHALK.COM

